
 

 

 

City of San Diego 

Councilmember Scott Sherman 

Seventh District 

 

M E M O R A N D U M  

 

DATE:  November 18, 2019 

TO:  President Adela de la Torre, San Diego State University 

FROM: Councilmember Scott Sherman  

 

RE: SDSU Mission Valley Campus Draft Environmental Impact Report & Mission 

Valley Stadium Site Purchase & Sale Agreement 

 

I’m greatly encouraged by the progress of the negotiations for the sale of the Mission Valley 

stadium site. As I have stated repeatedly, although I didn’t support Measure G I have always 

supported development of the site. The voters made their choice so I am committed to making 

the SDSU West project a success that will positively transform our region. Part of that 

commitment includes holding SDSU and their development partners to the same standards to 

which the City holds all developers. SDSU must do its fair share of mitigating the impacts this 

project has on surrounding communities. 

The updated purchase price offer of $86.2 million lives up to the promises of Measure G. We’re 

getting very close to an offer and terms that match what the voters approved in November 2018. 

As the Councilmember representing Mission Valley, and a resident who will be affected by the 

impacts of this project just as my neighbors and constituents will be, it is very important to me to 

get this right. The quality of life for residents in Mission Valley, Serra Mesa, Grantville, and 

North Park depends on it.  

This is a once-in-a-generation opportunity and every aspect of this deal is worthy of careful 

public scrutiny. I appreciate the very thorough analysis performed by our City Planning staff, as 

well as by Caltrans, MTS, and SANDAG, which is represented in the robust comments 

submitted by these agencies in response to the SDSU Mission Valley Campus Master Plan Draft 

Environmental Impact Report (DEIR). Due to the complex technical nature of the transportation 

impacts of the proposed project, it would be wise if traffic and planning engineers at each of 
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these agencies coordinated together in a comprehensive manner to ensure the best outcome for 

our regional transportation goals.  

Lest the excitement surrounding the progress on the purchase price and other major deal points 

overshadow the important technical analysis performed by the above-named agencies’ 

engineering staff, I am summarizing some of those points below that are of greatest importance 

to the communities I represent. If the Final EIR adequately responds to these points, even I, the 

biggest Measure G critic on the Council, would be able to support this sale.  

My concern, if the Final EIR inadequately mitigates traffic impacts, is that history will repeat 

itself. The 2007 SDSU Campus Master Plan was litigated for 10 years until finally the California 

Supreme Court decertified the Transportation section of the EIR, forcing SDSU to update it with 

a plan to fund traffic mitigation that it left out of their original EIR. The future of the Mission 

Valley Stadium site is too important to allow lawsuits from a poorly written EIR to delay the 

project for a decade or more.  

 

Issue 1: Onsite Vs. Offsite Traffic Impact Mitigation 

The Oct. 15th letter from Tom McCarron, Senior Vice President SDSU Mission Valley 

Development, 1 outlines $21 million in proposed transportation improvements. The letter 

describes three specific intersections as “offsite-mitigation.” (Figure 1 below - Friars Rd. & 

Stadium Way; Mission Village Drive & Friars Road WB Ramps; Mission Village Drive & Friars 

Road EB Ramps)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 See Attachment “SDSU Mission Valley Campus Master Plan Proposed Transportation Improvements City of San 
Diego Facilities” 

https://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/local/State-Supreme-Court-Rules-SDSU-Expansion-Must-Include-Infrastructure-Funds-320639082.html
https://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/local/State-Supreme-Court-Rules-SDSU-Expansion-Must-Include-Infrastructure-Funds-320639082.html
https://caselaw.findlaw.com/ca-supreme-court/1709774.html
https://caselaw.findlaw.com/ca-supreme-court/1709774.html
https://bfa.sdsu.edu/campus/facilities/planning/docs/findings-final.pdf
https://bfa.sdsu.edu/campus/facilities/planning/docs/findings-final.pdf
https://onbase.sandiego.gov/OnBaseAgendaOnline/Documents/ViewDocument/Attachment%20H%20-%20SDSUTransportationImprovements.pdf.pdf?meetingId=1644&documentType=Agenda&itemId=40049&publishId=230363&isSection=false
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Figure 1 – Page 2 of Oct. 15th letter “SDSU Mission Valley Campus Master Plan Proposed Transportation Improvements City of 
San Diego Facilities” 
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However, it is clear from the Transportation Impact Analysis (pages 71-72, 248) that those three 

improvements are project features, and not proposed mitigation to the project’s traffic impacts 

(see Figure 2 below). 

Figure 2 – “Table 57” Page 248 of the Transportation Impact Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://missionvalley.sdsu.edu/assets/pdfs/EIR/technical-appendices/Appendix-4-15-1-Traffic-Impact-Analysis.pdf
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Nowhere in the DEIR Executive Summary, Transportation section, or Transportation Impact 

Analysis appendix are mitigation measures contemplated for those three intersections. 

Appropriately recategorizing those three projects to “onsite improvements” changes the 

calculation of the value of SDSU’s proposed traffic mitigation to slightly over $1 million, not 

the $18.4 million as the letter states (see Figure 3 below). 

Figure 3 – Corrected calculation of the value of SDSU’s proposed traffic mitigation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://missionvalley.sdsu.edu/assets/pdfs/EIR/0-Executive-Summary.pdf
https://missionvalley.sdsu.edu/assets/pdfs/EIR/4-15-Transportation.pdf
http://missionvalley.sdsu.edu/assets/pdfs/EIR/technical-appendices/Appendix-4-15-1-Traffic-Impact-Analysis.pdf
http://missionvalley.sdsu.edu/assets/pdfs/EIR/technical-appendices/Appendix-4-15-1-Traffic-Impact-Analysis.pdf
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Issue 2: Proposed Mitigation of Significant Traffic Impacts Resulting from 

the Mission Valley Campus Project 

City of San Diego staff provided 30 pages of official comments in response to the DEIR, with 

substantial comments on the Transportation section.  

All the identified significant traffic impacts and mitigation measures are summarized in Table 

ES-2 Summary of Project Impacts “Transportation and Traffic” Pages ES-55 through ES-68 of 

the DEIR. Notably, each mitigation measure is considered infeasible by SDSU because they do 

not have jurisdiction over City streets to implement the recommended improvements, or they 

can’t guarantee that Caltrans will be successful in obtaining funds from the Legislature to make 

the improvements at Caltrans intersections (see Table 1 below: “Significant Traffic Impacts, 

Identified Mitigation Measures, & Agency Comments.”)  

Section 4.15.10.3 of the DEIR lists the mitigation measures for City streets and states “However, 

if the City grants authorization, CSU will implement the recommended improvement, thereby 

reducing the project’s impact to less than significant.” City staff have made it clear that they will 

work with SDSU to ensure that transportation improvements can be implemented. Furthermore, 

the recently updated Mission Valley Community Plan (MVCP) includes mobility improvements 

and the forthcoming MVCP Impact Fee Study (IFS) includes mobility facilities that SDSU can 

contribute to, therefore many feasible mitigation opportunities exist. 

With respect to Caltrans intersections, the Caltrans comment letter to the DEIR cites City of San 

Diego v. Board of Trustees of California State University, and asks SDSU “…please delete each 

of the sentences identified with the state highway mitigation that provide: To the extent Caltrans 

seeks to pursue the improvements, CSU will support Caltrans in its effort to obtain the project’s 

proportionate share of funding for the recommended improvements from the Legislature or other 

available funding sources. However, because CSU cannot guarantee that Caltrans will be able 

to obtain such funds, the improvement is considered infeasible.” 

Figure 4 – Excerpt from Caltrans Comment letter to the SDSU Mission Valley Campus Master Plan DEIR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://onbase.sandiego.gov/OnBaseAgendaOnline/Documents/ViewDocument/Attachment%20D%20-%20DEIR%20Comments2.pdf.pdf?meetingId=1632&documentType=Agenda&itemId=39219&publishId=225713&isSection=false
http://missionvalley.sdsu.edu/assets/pdfs/EIR/0-Executive-Summary.pdf
http://missionvalley.sdsu.edu/assets/pdfs/EIR/0-Executive-Summary.pdf
https://missionvalley.sdsu.edu/assets/pdfs/EIR/4-15-Transportation.pdf
https://ceqanet.opr.ca.gov/2019011042/2/Attachment/Qs51iD
https://caselaw.findlaw.com/ca-supreme-court/1709774.html
https://caselaw.findlaw.com/ca-supreme-court/1709774.html
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City of San Diego v. Board of Trustees of California State University was the result of a lawsuit 

challenging SDSU’s 2007 Campus Master Plan EIR Transportation Impact Mitigations. That 

EIR’s traffic mitigation measures were deemed inadequate by the courts because SDSU made 

the requirement to pay the City of San Diego for traffic improvements contingent on the 

Legislature specifically appropriated the funds. The state Supreme Court decertified the 

transportation section of SDSU’s 2007 Campus Master Plan EIR. In 2018, the University had to 

redo the document with commitments to fund or complete specific mitigation measures.  

In the new version of the Campus Master Plan, the language that says “CSU cannot guarantee 

that Caltrans will get the funding necessary to make the proposed improvements, therefore they 

are considered infeasible” is deleted. Instead, there are specific commitments with development 

threshold triggers stating “SDSU shall, to the reasonable satisfaction of the City of San Diego 

Engineer and provided the City approves, [make the proposed improvement].” 

For example, Section 3.11.2 “Mitigation Measures” on Page 75 specifies improvements 

necessary to mitigate the project’s significant impact at the College Avenue and the I-8 

Eastbound Ramp, and includes the threshold when that improvement must take place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://caselaw.findlaw.com/ca-supreme-court/1709774.html
https://bfa.sdsu.edu/campus/facilities/planning/docs/findings-final.pdf
https://bfa.sdsu.edu/campus/facilities/planning/docs/findings-final.pdf
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Figure 5 Excerpts of Page 75 & 76 of the revised 2007 SDSU Campus Master Plan 
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I will be looking to see this level of commitment and specificity in the final EIR for the 

Mission Valley Campus project.  

A provision of SDSU’s offer letter(s) that needs clarification is the proposed $5 million for 

additional traffic improvements. In the Oct. 14th offer letter, item number 12 states “As described 

in the DEIR, SDSU intends to provide approximately $21,000,000 in off-site and major on-site 

improvements, pursuant to the mitigation measures identified in the DEIR. SDSU will also 

provide $5,000,000 in additional traffic improvements as an accommodation to the City, 

provided SDSU does not become responsible for other traffic improvements.” 

In SDSU’s Oct. 15th letter which describes the planned $21 million in transportation 

improvements and erroneously attributes $17.4 million as off-site when it is actually on-site, it 

states “Per SDSU’s offer letter, SDSU will also provide $5 million in additional traffic 

improvements as an accommodation to the City, provided SDSU does not become responsible 

for other traffic improvements.” 

 

The Oct. 28th offer letter Transportation Improvements point states “In addition to the 

transportation mitigation responsibilities under the Final Environmental Impact Report (“FEIR”), 

SDSU will provide $5,000,000 for additional traffic improvements in coordination with the 

City.” 

Please clarify that the $5,000,000 for additional traffic improvements will be in addition to 

whatever the final dollar amount of improvements is required by the Final EIR, and is not 

contingent on the City absolving SDSU of other required traffic improvements.  

Furthermore, the Caltrans comment letter to the DEIR asserts that signal optimization is routine 

maintenance and is not a mitigation measure. Four out of the eight “offsite improvements” 

proposed in SDSU’s Oct. 15th letter are signal optimizations at a value of $15,000 each. Caltrans 

states that installing Adaptive Traffic Signal Controls can be utilized as a mitigation measure, 

which cost approximately $50,000 each. City of San Diego transportation and planning staff also 

concur that signal optimization is routine maintenance already performed by staff and would not 

mitigate traffic impacts caused by the SDSU West project.  

In 2014 the City of San Diego adopted the Traffic Signal Communication Master Plan which 

identifies adaptive signal operations for approximately one-third of the traffic signals in the City. 

The City has already installed Adaptive Signal Controls on Friars near the Fashion Valley Mall, 

and Caltrans will be installing more upon completion of the construction at Friars and SR 163. 

To maximize the effectiveness of the technology, adaptive controls need to be installed at each 

intersection along Friars road heading east. This is an existing City CIP project and a feasible 

mitigation measure to which SDSU can contribute.   

https://onbase.sandiego.gov/OnBaseAgendaOnline/Documents/ViewDocument/Attachment%20L%20-%20SDSUOfferLetter10.14.19.pdf.pdf?meetingId=1644&documentType=Agenda&itemId=40049&publishId=231159&isSection=false
https://onbase.sandiego.gov/OnBaseAgendaOnline/Documents/ViewDocument/Attachment%20H%20-%20SDSUTransportationImprovements.pdf.pdf?meetingId=1644&documentType=Agenda&itemId=40049&publishId=231155&isSection=false
https://onbase.sandiego.gov/OnBaseAgendaOnline/Documents/ViewDocument/Attachment%20B%20-%20SDSUOfferLetter10.28.19.pdf.pdf?meetingId=1644&documentType=Agenda&itemId=40049&publishId=231149&isSection=false
https://ceqanet.opr.ca.gov/2019011042/2/Attachment/Qs51iD
https://www.sandiego.gov/sites/default/files/legacy/tsw/pdf/trafficsignalcomm/report.pdf
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In fact, when the Transportation section of 2007 SDSU Campus Master Plan was decertified by 

the courts and then redone by SDSU, Adaptive Signal Controls were identified as a mitigation 

measure2.  

The Final EIR for the project must properly mitigate the identified traffic impacts to the 

satisfaction of the City and Caltrans, regardless of whatever terms SDSU is offering for the 

Purchase and Sale Agreement (PSA). It shouldn’t take another ten-year lawsuit, like the City 

endured with the SDSU 2007 Campus Master Plan EIR, to get the traffic improvements required 

by CEQA law. Let’s get it right the first time. 

 

TABLE 1 - Significant Traffic Impacts, Identified Mitigation Measures, & Agency Comments 

 

➢ City intersections 

 

1. River Run & Friars Road – SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: Traffic signal optimization. But CSU does not have 

jurisdiction and can’t guarantee implementation of the recommended improvement, 

therefore the mitigation is considered infeasible. 

City Comment: SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations such as traffic signal 

improvements in coordination with the City and Caltrans. 

2. Fenton Parkway & Friars Road - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: Traffic signal optimization. But CSU does not have 

jurisdiction and can’t guarantee implementation of the recommended improvement, 

therefore the mitigation is considered infeasible. 

 

City Comment: SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations such as traffic signal 

improvements in coordination with the City and Caltrans. 

 

3. Northside Drive & Friars Road - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: Pay a fair share contribution to add a second northbound 

right turn lane and optimize traffic signals along Friars Road. However, there is no 

existing plan to contribute a fair share payment, therefore the mitigation is considered 

infeasible. 

 

                                                           
2 San Diego State University 2007 Campus Master Plan Revision, Section 2.3.2 Mitigation Measures, Page 22 (May 

2018) 

https://caselaw.findlaw.com/ca-supreme-court/1709774.html
https://caselaw.findlaw.com/ca-supreme-court/1709774.html
https://bfa.sdsu.edu/campus/facilities/planning/docs/findings-final.pdf
https://bfa.sdsu.edu/campus/facilities/planning/docs/findings-final.pdf
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City Comment: SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations such as adding a 

second northbound right turn lane and traffic signal improvements in coordination with 

the City. 

 

4. Rancho Mission Road & Friars Road - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: Optimize traffic signals at I-15 Northbound Ramps & Friars 

Road intersection. However, since CSU cannot guarantee that Caltrans will be able to 

obtain the funds, the improvement is considered infeasible.  

 

City Comment: SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations such as adding a 

second northbound right turn lane and traffic signal improvements in coordination with 

the City and Caltrans. 

 

Caltrans Comment: “… please delete each of the sentences identified with the state 

highway mitigation that provide: 

To the extent Caltrans seeks to pursue the improvements, CSU will support 

Caltrans in its effort to obtain the project’s proportionate share of funding for the 

recommended improvements from the Legislature or other available funding 

sources. However, because CSU cannot guarantee that Caltrans will be able to 

obtain such funds, the improvement is considered infeasible.” 

 

5. Fairmount Ave & San Diego Mission Road/Twain Ave - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC 

IMPACTS 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: Restripe San Diego Mission Road to add a separate 

eastbound left turn lane and restripe the westbound approach of Twain Ave. to provide a 

separate left turn lane. But CSU does not have jurisdiction and can’t guarantee 

implementation of the recommended improvement, therefore the mitigation is considered 

infeasible. 

City Comment: SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations such as restriping and 

traffic signal improvements in coordination with the City. 

 

6. Texas Street & Camino del Rio North - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: Restripe both the east bound and westbound through lanes 

to be shared left-turn and through lanes and perform signal re-optimization. But CSU 

does not have jurisdiction and can’t guarantee implementation of the recommended 

improvement, therefore the mitigation is considered infeasible. 
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City Comment: SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations such as restriping and 

traffic signal improvements in coordination with the City. 

 

7. Ward Road & Rancho Mission Road - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: Install a traffic signal at this intersection. But CSU does not 

have jurisdiction and can’t guarantee implementation of the recommended improvement, 

therefore the mitigation is considered infeasible. 

 

City Comment: SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations such as installation of a 

traffic signal at this intersection in coordination with the City.  

 

8. Fairmount Ave. & Mission Gorge Road - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: Traffic signal optimization. But CSU does not have 

jurisdiction and can’t guarantee implementation of the recommended improvement, 

therefore the mitigation is considered infeasible. 

 

City Comment: SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations such as traffic signal 

improvements in coordination with the City. 

 

9. Ruffin Road & Aero Drive - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: Traffic signal optimization. But CSU does not have 

jurisdiction and can’t guarantee implementation of the recommended improvement, 

therefore the mitigation is considered infeasible. 

 

City Comment: SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations such as traffic signal 

improvements in coordination with the City. 

 

10. Frazee Road & Friars Road - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: N/A 

 

City Comment: The DEIR should explain why mitigations measures and levels of 

significance are listed as “N/A.” SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations in 

coordination with the City and Caltrans. 

 

11. River Run Drive & Friars Road - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS 
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SDSU Identified Mitigation: N/A 

 

City Comment: The DEIR should explain why mitigations measures and levels of 

significance are listed as “N/A.” SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations in 

coordination with the City and Caltrans. 

 

12. Mission Village Drive/Aztec Way & Street 2 - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: N/A 

 

City Comment: The DEIR should explain why mitigations measures and levels of 

significance are listed as “N/A.” SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations in 

coordination with the City and Caltrans. 

 

13. Mission Gorge Road & Friars Road - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: N/A 

 

City Comment: The DEIR should explain why mitigations measures and levels of 

significance are listed as “N/A.” SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations in 

coordination with the City and Caltrans. 

 

➢ Caltrans intersections 

 

1. I-15 SB Ramps & Friars Road - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: Add a second eastbound left turn lane, a second eastbound 

right turn lane, and a second west bound right turn lane. Signal re-optimization is 

assumed. CSU will support Caltrans in its effort to obtain funds from the legislature or 

other available funding sources. However, since CSU cannot guarantee that Caltrans will 

be able to obtain the funds, the improvement is considered infeasible.  

 

City Comment: SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations in coordination with 

the City and Caltrans. The Mission Valley Community Plan Update (MVCPU) Final 

Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) also identified impacts at these location 

and recommends that a Project Study Report (PSR) be funded to identify the appropriate, 

more holistic improvements that would address al modes of travel.  

 

Caltrans Comment: “… please delete each of the sentences identified with the state 

highway mitigation that provide: 
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“To the extent Caltrans seeks to pursue the improvements, CSU will support 

Caltrans in its effort to obtain the project’s proportionate share of funding for the 

recommended improvements from the Legislature or other available funding 

sources. However, because CSU cannot guarantee that Caltrans will be able to 

obtain such funds, the improvement is considered infeasible. 

 

Optimizing the signal timing is not considered mitigation as this is routinely performed 

by the Caltrans Signal Operations branch. Please propose a valid mitigation measure.” 

 

2. I-15 NB Ramps & Friars Road - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: Add a second eastbound left turn lane. Signal re-

optimization is assumed. CSU will support Caltrans in its effort to obtain funds from the 

legislature or other available funding sources. However, since CSU cannot guarantee that 

Caltrans will be able to obtain the funds, the improvement is considered infeasible.  

 

City Comment: SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations in coordination with 

the City and Caltrans. The MVCPU Final PEIR also identified impacts at these locations 

and recommends that a Project Study Report (PSR) be funded to identify the appropriate, 

more holistic improvements that would address al modes of travel. 

 

Caltrans Comment: “… please delete each of the sentences identified with the state 

highway mitigation that provide: 

To the extent Caltrans seeks to pursue the improvements, CSU will support 

Caltrans in its effort to obtain the project’s proportionate share of funding for the 

recommended improvements from the Legislature or other available funding 

sources. However, because CSU cannot guarantee that Caltrans will be able to 

obtain such funds, the improvement is considered infeasible. 

 

Optimizing the signal timing is not considered mitigation as this is routinely performed 

by the Caltrans Signal Operations branch. Please propose a valid mitigation measure.” 

 

3. Fairmount Ave & Camino del Rio North - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: Restripe the eastbound approach to provide a second 

eastbound right turn lane and signal re-optimization. CSU will support Caltrans in its 

effort to obtain funds from the legislature or other available funding sources. However, 

since CSU cannot guarantee that Caltrans will be able to obtain the funds, the 

improvement is considered infeasible.  
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City Comment: SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations in coordination with 

the City and Caltrans. 

 

Caltrans Comment: “… please delete each of the sentences identified with the state 

highway mitigation that provide: 

To the extent Caltrans seeks to pursue the improvements, CSU will support 

Caltrans in its effort to obtain the project’s proportionate share of funding for the 

recommended improvements from the Legislature or other available funding 

sources. However, because CSU cannot guarantee that Caltrans will be able to 

obtain such funds, the improvement is considered infeasible.” 

 

4. 1-15 SB/I-8 Loop On-ramp from Friars Road - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC 

IMPACTS 

 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: Add a second mixed flow lane on this ramp. CSU will 

support Caltrans in its effort to obtain funds from the legislature or other available 

funding sources. However, since CSU cannot guarantee that Caltrans will be able to 

obtain the funds, the improvement is considered infeasible. 

 

City Comment: SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations in coordination with 

the City and Caltrans. 

 

Caltrans Comment: “… please delete each of the sentences identified with the state 

highway mitigation that provide: 

To the extent Caltrans seeks to pursue the improvements, CSU will support 

Caltrans in its effort to obtain the project’s proportionate share of funding for the 

recommended improvements from the Legislature or other available funding 

sources. However, because CSU cannot guarantee that Caltrans will be able to 

obtain such funds, the improvement is considered infeasible.” 

 

 

5. I-15 SB Direct On-ramp from Friars Road - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: Add a second mixed flow lane on this ramp. CSU will 

support Caltrans in its effort to obtain funds from the legislature or other available 

funding sources. However, since CSU cannot guarantee that Caltrans will be able to 

obtain the funds, the improvement is considered infeasible. 

 

City Comment: SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations in coordination with 

the City and Caltrans. 
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Caltrans Comment: “… please delete each of the sentences identified with the state 

highway mitigation that provide: 

To the extent Caltrans seeks to pursue the improvements, CSU will support 

Caltrans in its effort to obtain the project’s proportionate share of funding for the 

recommended improvements from the Legislature or other available funding 

sources. However, because CSU cannot guarantee that Caltrans will be able to 

obtain such funds, the improvement is considered infeasible.” 

 

6. SR 163 Southbound Ramps/Ulrich Street & Friars Road - SIGNIFICANT 

TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: Re-optimize the coordinated signal offset. CSU will support 

Caltrans in its effort to obtain funds from the legislature or other available funding 

sources. However, since CSU cannot guarantee that Caltrans will be able to obtain the 

funds, the improvement is considered infeasible. 

 

City Comment: SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations such as traffic signal 

improvements in coordination with the City and Caltrans. 

 

Caltrans Comment: “… please delete each of the sentences identified with the state 

highway mitigation that provide: 

To the extent Caltrans seeks to pursue the improvements, CSU will support 

Caltrans in its effort to obtain the project’s proportionate share of funding for the 

recommended improvements from the Legislature or other available funding 

sources. However, because CSU cannot guarantee that Caltrans will be able to 

obtain such funds, the improvement is considered infeasible. 

 

Optimizing the signal timing is not considered mitigation as this is routinely performed 

by the Caltrans Signal Operations branch. Please propose a valid mitigation measure.” 

 

7. 17 Individual Freeway Segments - SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

 

SDSU Identified Mitigation: N/A 

 

City Comment: The DEIR should explain why mitigations measures and levels of 

significance are listed as “N/A.” SDSU should implement any feasible mitigations in 

coordination with the City and Caltrans. 
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In conclusion, City Transportation staff and Caltrans identified serious flaws in the DEIR that 

need to be corrected in the Final EIR. $1 million in offsite mitigation does not adequately 

address the project’s traffic impacts. We don’t want history to repeat itself like the 2007 Campus 

Master Plan and let lawsuits delay the project for over a decade.  

 

 

Conclusion 

I am pleased with the progress of the negotiations on the sale of the Mission Valley Stadium site 

and look forward to reviewing a final PSA by early 2020. There are still significant unresolved 

concerns with traffic that need to be addressed in the Final EIR in order for the City Council to 

agree to the sale. SDSU must be held to the same standard as any other developer to mitigate the 

impacts of their project. I look forward to continuing our progress and finalizing plans for a 

development of we can all be proud. 


